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CHAPTER  LXXII
DECLINE AND FALL OF LIBERALISM
1880-1886
§315. the ministry of all the troubles.—Gladstone's
Second Ministry (1880-5) had behind it as big a majority in
Parliament as his First (1868-74), and it included as many
able men, but it seemed to be" born to trouble as the sparks
fly upward." Its only successful piece of legislation was the
County Franchise Bill (1884), which gave the vote to dwellers
in rural districts on the same terms as the Act of 1867 had
given it to town-dwellers (N236). One underlying cause of
weakness was that the Cabinet was divided against itself, for it
included old-fashioned " Whigs " like Lord Hartington and
advanced Radicals like Joseph Chamberlain (Nz32). The
only force which held it together was the personality of Glad-
stone, and the " Grand Old Man," as his admirers called him,
had always lacked Beaconsfield's gift for understanding men
and dealing with them. He was now over seventy years of age,
and his vast political experience and awe-inspiring loftiness of
character seemed to remove him so far above his colleagues
that he could not enter into their varied points of view or co-
ordinate their varied talents.
But apart from its own shortcomings, the Ministry suffered
from a great deal of sheer bad luck. Some of its difficulties
were the after-effects of the imperialist policy of the late
Government. In South Africa, for instance, the Transvaal
Republic had been annexed, as the first step towards a scheme
of federation (§314). Though Gladstone had denounced this
piece of " Beaconsfieldism " in his Midlothian campaign, he
was at first inclined to let the annexation stand, being informed
by Government representatives on the spot that the Boers
were reconciled to it. But the Boers soon showed that this was
a mistaken notion, by collecting an armed force on the Natal

